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This book examines the federal statutory protection against employment discrimination, highlighting

the themes of workplace equality that are embodied in the civil rights laws. Additional

nondiscrimination rights that arise under the U.S. Constitution and some state human rights laws

are also explored. Like prior editions, this edition features many recent cases and new federal

statutes, as well as diverse contemporary scholarship drawn from critical race theory, feminist legal

theory, history, social science, and law and economics, among other disciplines. The authorsâ€™

extensive materials framing the cases are designed to prepare students thoroughly for practice in

this rapidly changing field of law.
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This book is a perfect choice for teaching an employment discrimination law course in any law

school. It is very easy to read and to learn from. The authors chose great cases for this book. Would

recommend to any professor looking for a casebook to teach their employment discrimination law

class with.

when the description says "may have writing and highlighting" in the text, they weren't kidding! This

book is like a rainbow of colors, yellow, green, orange, pink, this previous owner did not discriminate

any highlighter from being used (do highlighters have rights? Probably not, but its better to be safe

than sorry). I personally dont care, my eyes, and brain, can see through the colors, and it helps



break up the 9000 pages of case studies, but the seller should be more specific when they talk

about how much writing or highlighting there may be, instead of a broad, generic statement that

covers all or none in the text.

Seems to be a good textbook. However, the authors (or editors) should read-up on how to do end

notes or footnotes as having citations every five words makes the text difficult to read through.

Very detailed textbook.
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